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QUESTION 1

A host in the untrust zone sends 1000 SYN packets in a single second to a host in your trust zone destined for port 80.
Referring to the exhibit, which statement describes the behavior of the ScreenOS device? 

ssg5-> get conf | include syn set zone untrust screen syn-flood attack-threshold 625 set zone untrust screen syn-flood
alarm-threshold 250 set zone untrust screen syn-flood timeout 20 set zone untrust screen syn-flood queue-size 1000 set
zone untrust screen syn-flood set flow syn-proxy syn-cookie 

A. It will maintain this state for all 1000 connection attempts. 

B. It will begin to drop the SYN packets. 

C. It will block further connection attempts from this host for 20 seconds. 

D. It will reply with SYN-ACK packets. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 2

Which three types of status can a member of an NSRP cluster have? (Choose three.) 

A. initial 

B. inactive 

C. down 

D. inoperable 

E. primary backup 

Correct Answer: ADE 

 

QUESTION 3

Which two statements are true about VPN Monitor on a ScreenOS device? (Choose two.) 

A. With a route-based VPN failure, VPN Monitor marks the tunnel interface status as down. 

B. With a policy-based VPN failure, VPN Monitor marks the tunnel interface status as down. 

C. VPN Monitor uses UDP to detect a VPN connection failure. 

D. VPN Monitor uses ICMP to detect a VPN connection failure. 

Correct Answer: AD 
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QUESTION 4

Given the following output, what do you know about this session? 

id /s01,vsys 0,flag 18200450/4004/0083,policy 10,time 5, dip 0 module 0 if 14(nspflag
0905):10.10.10.10/51112->8.8.8.8/443,6,000000000000,sess token 44,vlan 990,tun 0,vsd 0,route 315,wsf 0 if 8(nspflag
0904):10.10.10.10/51112 get nsrp ha-link total_ha_port = 2 probe on ha-link is disabled unused channel: ethernet8
(ifnum: 11) maC. 0010db1d1e8b statE. down unused channel: ethernet7 (ifnum: 10) maC. 0010db1d1e8a statE. down
ha control link not available ha data link not available ha secondary path link not available 

A. The cluster is not configured for NSRP. 

B. The cluster is in the process of failing over from the primary node to the secondary node. 

C. Probes on the HA links have been disabled, causing the HA links to go down. 

D. The control and the data link is down. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 7

You have configured NSRP so that session state messages are sent to the backup device. A session is about to timeout
on the backup device. Which statement most correctly describes what happens next? 

A. The backup device sends a session sync query message to the primary. 

B. The master device sends a session disconnect message to the backup device. 

C. The session times out with no action from either the backup device or the primary device. 

D. The primary sends a reset timer message to the backup with a time value of 8 times the protocol timeout value. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 8

What are three policy types? (Choose three.) 

A. destination-based policy 

B. intrazone policy 

C. source-based policy 

D. interzone policy 

E. global zone policy 

Correct Answer: BDE 
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QUESTION 9

While troubleshooting performance issues on your NetScreen cluster, you decide to failover the master device to its
redundant peer. Which two methods will accomplish this task? (Choose two.) 

A. Manually disable an NSRP-monitored interface using the set interface phy link- down command. 

B. Manually disable an NSRP-monitored interface using the shutdown interface command. 

C. Force an NSRP failover using the exec nsrp vsd-group mode backup command on the master device. 

D. Force an NSRP failover using the exec nsrp vsd-group mode backup command on the backup device. 

Correct Answer: AC 

 

QUESTION 10

What is the default timeout for a fully established TCP session? 

A. 10 minutes 

B. 30 seconds 

C. 30 minutes 

D. 300 seconds 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 11

The exhibit displays output from the event log of a ScreenOS device. Given the information shown in the exhibit, which
two statements are correct? (Choose two.) 
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A. The VPN initiator is sending a proxy ID of: local: 10.20.1.0/24 remote:10.204.1.0/24 service:ANY 

B. The VPN contains a proxy ID mismatch. 

C. Phase 2 negotiations completed successfully. 

D. Phase 1 negotiations completed successfully. 

Correct Answer: BD 

 

QUESTION 12

You have configured integrated Web filtering in the ScreenOS software. You find that users trying to access
http://www.example.com are being blocked by your Web-filtering configuration. However, you want all users to be able
to access this Web site. What are two methods to allow this traffic? (Choose two.) 

A. Configure an SC-CPA exception for the URL. 

B. Configure the URL as part of a custom category and allow requests in that category. 

C. Configure the URL as part of the blacklist. 

D. Configure the URL as part of the whitelist. 

Correct Answer: BD 

 

QUESTION 13

Which two statements are true about redundant interfaces? (Choose two.) 

A. You can bind two physical interfaces together to create one redundant interface. 
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B. Redundant interfaces bind to a security zone; one physical interface acts as the primary interface, and the other
physical interface acts as the secondary interface. 

C. A redundant interface is the accumulation of two or more physical interfaces that share the same traffic load. 

D. A redundant interface is the management interface for bridge mode. 

Correct Answer: AB 

 

QUESTION 14

Which ScreenOS security feature helps protect against port scans and denial of service attacks? 

A. session-based stateful firewall 

B. Screen options 

C. security policies 

D. IPsec VPNs 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 15

You are configuring a VPN with IKE between headquarters and a branch office that uses a dynamic public IP address.
Which IKE mode should you use? 

A. quick mode 

B. main mode 

C. aggressive mode 

D. wizard mode 

Correct Answer: C 
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